I. Opening Prayer
   A. Lauren Whitlatch

II. Roll Call
   A. QOTD: North or South Dining Hall

III. Approval of April 10 Minutes
   A. Minutes are approved.

IV. Executive Announcements
   A. Denim Day is the same day as the senate next week – wear your denim!

V. Internal Elections
   A. Campus Life Council
      1. Maeve Miller: Each candidate can give a 60 second speech as to why you are a good candidate. We will start with the male candidates first.
      2. Charlie Griffin: Sup, I am Charlie, the siggy senator. Freshman. In my first year I have seen what it looks like to change policy on campus, I have been involved in the senate in a variety of ways so I feel with that skillset I feel I can represent you guys and the senate as a whole.
      3. James Baird: Hey I am James Baird, Junior, the senator for Alumni. I even ran for student body president, that guy beat me but it's fine we are homies (points at Dawson), so yeah I have done this for a long time which makes me a good candidate for student government.
      4. Irvin Assoumou: Hey irvin, freshman living in Cavanough Hall. I worked in FUEL to create a student app about how crowded the dining hall is so I feel like I am a good representation of the student’s needs.
5. Laura Clements: Hey I am a first year from Howard Hall, and was their representative for the first year class council. I am planning a signature event for Howard right now. With regard to campus life I feel like I have a good perspective because I have seen a lot so I want everyone to have a good place from there.

6. Andrea Jasso: Hey guys, my name is Andrea from Lyons hall, I will make sure to talk with our president about the student body to make sure they are comfortable, I hope you guys will consider me.

7. Linsey Lark: Hey, I am the McGlinn hall senator, I helped plan the McBaumer wedding which helped me to understand the process of putting on events and all of their rules, I am also on the university policy committee, I would like to make sure everyone is included.

8. Francesca Lichtenberger: I also started in FUEL, and worked with the gender relations group and the student wellness group which showed me many aspects of student life. I am now the chair of a walsh committee also. Thank you for your time.

9. Maeve Miller: I will now give everyone a second to vote (online).

B. Committee on the Constitution

1. Maeve Miller: We will do a similar system to what we did with the campus life council. There are only 5 spots so only check 5 people on the voting page.

3. Matthew Amante: Last year I served on comcon and as one of the deputy parliamentarians. I will admit I have read the constitution many times, more than I would like to admit. The constitution needs to change and I would love to offer my expertise so I would very much like your vote.

4. Irvin Assoumou: When I got elected I read the constitution three times and it was kind of confusing. I want to make it easier to read for those hoping to get involved.

5. Charlie Griffin: working on stugov. This last year I got lots of experience with the constitution so I would like to work in this role.

6. Lindsey Lark: In my highschool I worked in student government where we did not have a constitution so I got to work with administrators to write a constitution so I believe I am knowledgeable and can work with the student’s needs.

7. Zach Taylor: Hey, I am the Fisher Senator. Everything student gov. does is framed within the constitution so I want it to be as clear and understandable as it can be and be a resource for interpretation. As someone who wants to go to law school this is right up my alley.

8. Matthew Wich: I just declared a constitutional study minor today so I have a huge interest in the constitution and I want to bring my strong interpretive knowledge to this position.

9. Alexander Mitchell: Hey I am Alex, the Carroll Senator. The structure that organizes a group can make or break a group and that is why our constitution is so key. I want to make our constitution more imitative of
actual governmental systems and keep simplifying the language to make it more accessible to people. Thank you.

VI. General Orders

A. **SO2425-04: An Order to Fix a Discrepancy in Article XVI**

1. Questioning
   
   a) Lauren Whitlatch: Would you be able to explain what this order is about?
   
   b) Madison Denchfield: We need to input this information because the budgeting in one small space says 100,000 when it should say 300,000.

2. Debate
   
   a) Hunter Brooke: tangentially related, it brings a tear to my eye to see so many of you talking about the constitution, the judicial council totally approves this order.
   
   b) Thomas Musgrave: Thank you Madison for bringing this up.

3. Voting
   
   a) The vote is passed.

B. **SO2425-06: An Order to Amend Article XV of the Constitution**

1. Questioning
   
   a) Laura Clements: What does this mean?
   
   b) Hunter Brooke: The constitution was changed so that a re-election was renamed to a special election, we aren’t re-electing anyone it
just happens when someone drops out. We are doing this for internal consistency.

2. Debate

3. Voting
   a) The vote is passed.

VII. New Business

A. Lindsey Lark: Motion to move A-B from new business to general orders.
   1. Motion not passed
   2. Matthew Amante: Motion to move just item B into general orders

B. SO2425-05: An Order to Clarify, Simplify, and Amend Various Sections of the Constitution
   1. Questioning
   2. Debate
      a) Matthew Amante: I cede my time to Joao.
      b) Joao: My name is Joao, I am a computer science freshman in Dillon. I have a deep interest in participating in the senate at Notre Dame.
   3. Vote
      a) The vote is passed.

C. SO2425-07: An Order to Suspend Hall Vacancy Election

D. SS2425-05: A Resolution to Fix the Accumulation of Rain Water in St. Joseph Road
VIII. Announcements

A. Senate Directory 2024-2025

B. Professors speaker series in Haggerty.

C. Wall-E movie watch on South at 8.

D. Friday is a b-ball tournament and our final event for acoastal.

E. Jorts for Joey, we are bringing attention to men's mental health in front of SDH.

F. Off campus elections start on Thursday, as a senator you cannot endorse anyone so do not endorse anyone.

G. Juniors yoga event on Friday.

H. Sophomores have a Texas hold ’em event on the library lawn tomorrow.

IX. Adjournment